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Gypsy Cloud 
 

We are all 
blessed 
with a 

unique Divine Soul purpose. When 
we are aligned with it, we feel empowered—we thrive 
and shine. In the radiance of our authenticity, we  
positively effect, perhaps even inspire, the lives of  
others. Living our Soul purpose brings us direction, 
deep satisfaction, and motivation to succeed in our 
chosen endeavors. It’s not a secret, yet we may remain 
uncertain as to what our Soul purpose is or how to find 
it. The Akashic Records are available to us all as the 
Soul’s “golden key” life manual, unlocking our unique 
talents and gifts, the history of the soul, and opening 
promising visions of future possibilities.  
       How many times have we recognized that we 
repeated, once more, a negative pattern, which left us 
regretful of that choice? We promise ourselves that we 

will do it differently 
next time, yet there’s a 
proverbial foot nailed 
to the floor, and we’re 
not always successful at 
keeping that promise. 
Sometimes we almost catch 
ourselves, yet an elusive fog 
seems to cover what might bring clarity and assist us 
with interrupting a pattern. In other cases, we are  
living uninspired lives, as we were taught we “should” 
live.  
       The Akashic Records is the universe’s gift of  
support for identifying our apparent limitations, 
including past life karmic patterns, contracts or agree-
ments, negative thought patterns, or other energetic 
mechanisms. All of these result in a kind of karmic 
looping or a sense of incompletion deep within us.  
We are not broken. We are ready for a karmic reset. 
We are ready to embrace our authentic, spectacular 
Self.  

My Soul Reading with Gypsy catapulted me into 
a new experience and way of being. Many 

things she said I knew conceptually. The reading 
and prayer allowed me to “clear” repetitive person-
ality patterns that I’ve struggled to release my 
whole life. In 2 hours, I found myself in an 
Experience I always knew was there. Subsequent 
coaching helped me stabilize and integrate this 
new Being into my daily life, shifting old patterns 
with those around me who were used to my  
personality patterns. The time with Gypsy is not a 
normal “new informational” thought that leaves 
you where you started. It is truly transformational 

and saves a tremendous amount of time. I find 
myself now in an expansive, delightful, fully 
responsible place where communication is effort-
less, direct and fun. I feel fully at Peace. She gave 
me guidance at the time when I didn’t know who  
to turn to, knowing that a regular therapist could 
not help me. She comes from a whole, fully inte-
grated place that is inclusive of all. The guidance 
you get is loving and truthful in a way that can’t be 
explained in what she would call 3-D, or time and 
space. Fabulous! I can’t recommend her enough. 

—Kathleen Y, KY

 The Akashic Records: 
Key Insights for Inspired Living

“Maybe the journey isn’t so much about becoming anything. 
Maybe it’s about un-becoming everything that isn’t really you,  

so you can be who you were meant to be in the first place.” 
—Paul Coelho 



The Life Coach  
for Bi-Racial and  
Bi-Cultural Women 

Have you felt judged  

for being different?  

Have you felt rejected,  

criticized, or not understood? 

Together through practical techniques 
based on a combination of concepts  

from Carl Jung to ancient wisdom, using 
cutting-edge therapies, along with your 
commitment and willingness, we can go 
from disconnection to connection! 
      3 Sessions + 3 live calls 

      5 Sessions + 5 live calls 

    10 Sessions + 10 live calls 
All include follow-up free calls!  
# of them determined by client. 

Call today for a 
FREE 1-Hour  

Consultation. 

Rebecca  
J. McNeil 

(406) 224-7378 
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       An Akashic Soul Reading with 
Gypsy reveals limiting patterns and 
how they apply to current issues we 
desire to heal. Sessions include a 
meditative clearing process and 
close with exploration of what  
new choices can be made to ensure 
new results. A great deal of infor-
mation is shared during the Basic 
Comprehensive reading, which can 
be deeply transformational. All  
sessions are recorded, so they can 
be revisited at any time. While this 
is plenty for some, full Soul fusion 
may not occur in one session.  
       Eventually we desire to fully 
absorb our Divine Soul personality, 
allowing it to replace the personal 
self. This journey is not difficult;  
it is different. It promises elevated 
consciousness, restored wholeness, 
and renewed passion for graceful, 
effortless living. Session packages 
are available for those souls desir-
ing full conscious reclamation of 
the Soul.  
       Gypsy has assisted thousands 
of souls with clearing karmic  

patterns and living their Divine 
self-expression. Adult clients 
report improved relationships, 
attracting loving partners or 
fabulous business partners, 
career changes, improved 
health, increased financial 
abundance, and peace. Our  
little ones, innocent as they  

are, have the same Akashic  
complexities as adults.  
       Behavioral and physical issues 
can shift dramatically when parents 
become aware of their children’s 
Divine gifts, and then support the 
clearing of blocks or restrictions 
their children have carried. The 
difference it can make for the  
family is immeasurable. � 

Every soul benefits by Soul 
Realignment. Gypsy offers several 
levels of service, including the 
“Definitely Curious” mini-reading, 
the Basic Comprehensive Soul 
Realignment reading, and the 
advanced Elevated Experience, 
where we consciously reach liberat-
ed, multi-dimensional self-aware-
ness, and which includes Light Body 
Initiation, integration with the 
“Higher Self,” galactic soul unifica-
tion, and extensive DNA clearing. 
For more information please  
visit: SoulShineWithGypsy.com,  
call (406) 599-6620, or email:  
mzgypsy@gmail.com.

Gypsy’s Soul Readings have 
given me greater self aware-

ness and clarity than I have ever 
experienced. I live each moment 
with greater ease and freedom.  

—Dee B, Jackson, WY 


